Pistachio Street Food Festival
The street food festival in Berlin to celebrate pistachio in all its shapes and
forms
Pistachio is loved all throughout the world’s cousines and has an extraordinary feature: it fits
well with both savory dishes and sweet desserts. Once pistachio is involved, everything looks
more appetizing and beautiful to see, but yet, it has never had its own gastronomic festival to
be celebrated the way it deserves. However, the Pistachio Street Food Festival is ready to fill
this gap on the 28th and 29th of August at the Jules B-Part, inside Berlin’s Gleisdreieck park.
Each stand that participates will present their dishes with pistachio: arancini, empanadas,
pizza, panzerotti, beef steak, crusted tuna, tiramisù, cannoli, ceviche, baklava, octopus
burgers, ice cream, granita and more. There will be many different representatives from all
around the world, all with the goal to celebrate the best street food dishes enriched with this
new exceptional ingredient. In order to guarantee everyone’s safety, visitors have to show a
negative test result, a complete vaccination or a certificate of healing (a test centre will be set
up at the entrance).
About the event. Approximately 15 stands and food trucks will participate in the event.
Many will be Italian, or more specifically, Sicilian (like Duo Sicilian Ice Cream and Tipico
Siciliano) who will prepare delicious meals with the addition of the very notorious Bronte
Pistachio. However, there will also be some representatives from the turkish, persian and
other cuisines from which pistachio is also a fundamental ingredient. The event will host a
dj-set and a live performance but that’s not all. The green colour will have a very important
role during the manifestation, entry will cost 3 euros (children under the age of 12 will enter
for free), but those who will arrive with a full on green outfit (except shoes) will also enter
for free. All participants will also have the opportunity to participate in an Instagram
photography contest to try and win a 50 euro coupon for the Duo Sicilian Food Shop
(pistachio pesto and creams).
About the organizers. The Pistachio Street Food Festival is organized by Berlin Italian
Communication - the agency that owns the brand name True Italian and the online journal
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Berlino Magazine - already a promoter of other past events like the True Italian Pizza Week,
the Berlin Ice Cream Week and the Italian Street Food Festival.

Pistachio Street Food Festival
Saturday August 28th and Sunday August 29th from 11 AM until 10 PM
At Jules B-Part - Luckenwalder Str. 6b, 10963 Berlin ( U1, U2, U3 stop Gleisdreieck)
Facebook event
Confirmed food vendors: Burritos by Gianfranco, Duo Sicilian Ice Cream, Ferhan Feinkost,
Jarù, Kuchen von Gaia, La Frisa Fra, Lemon Feinkost, Mammafiore/Marullo, Manifestaurant,
MedEATerranean Trip, Paisà Frische Pasta, Tehran 021, Tipico siciliano, Zum Heiligen Teufel.
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